We are a group of passionate IT, cyber security and healthcare professionals who deliver thought leadership and expertise to each and every implementation. We have experience with web/mobile app development, cloud computing, database design, data analytics, network security, health and IT staffing, project management, training and logistics. We have been serving federal, state, and local governments; as well as commercial entities for more than 15 years. We are industry leaders and our certified professionals utilize proven best practices which sets us apart. We get things done!
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Department of Veteran Affairs
With a strong in-house technical team, experience in software sustainment & customization, and detailed understanding of users’ needs, SRR solved in three months issues plaguing the VA in several previous contracts’ periods. SRR improved users experience through training development templates, section 508 compliance review features, better look and feel, new support services, greater data integration, and more effective workflows and collaboration. SRR provided Instructional designer training development, 508 support, help desk support and technology support services.

Naval Air Training Command
The Naval Air Training Command mission is to train the world’s finest combat quality aviation professionals. For this goal they use the Training Integration Management System (TIMS), a complex system of systems built with different technologies. Some modules are more than a decade old and were incompatible with each other. SRR provided technical business solutions selected against services from a large integrator. SRR solution modernized mission critical systems and increased customer satisfaction in multiple geographies, improved the efficiency and effectiveness of the daily operations, seamlessly transitioned from a large integrator, and saved millions of dollars.

Contracting Vehicles

- SBA 8(a) Sole Source
- SeaPort-e
- GSA IT Schedule 70
- GSA Schedule 736 (TAPS)
- Subcontractors on: NASA SEWP, RS 3, ITES 3

NAICS CODES: 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541612, 541618, 541620, 541330.

DUNS: 100436489
Cage Code: 6CNX5
Facility Clearance: Secret
**US Army – Southern Command (SOUTHCOM)**

SRR provided technical support to convert the following existing automated workflows from un-supported legacy systems to the Service Now Platform: Personnel On and Off Boarding applications (In-processing – Human Resources CIC, CTO, Force and Security CIC, CTO; JITF-South; JTF-Bravo (6 Several Organization Types); Visit Request/Certification, and Theater Security Cooperation Management Information System Demonstration.

**22d Medical Group - McConnell AFB, Kansas**

SRR provided Industrial Hygiene (IH)/Occupational Health (OH) support including plan and review evaluations of workplace operations involving potentially hazardous conditions that may affect employee health. We conducted assessments of work center operations for potential chemical, physical, and biological hazards, provided quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) on IH air sampling, determined appropriate sampling methods, completed air sampling calculations, and conducted health risk assessments based on the occupational hazard. SRR advised workplace supervisors on control measures and recommended changes in work procedures necessary to protect worker health and comply with Federal regulations, such as personnel protective equipment, administrative controls and engineering controls.

**U.S. Army Medical Department Center and School**

SRR provided all personnel, equipment, supplies, facilities, transportation, tools, materials, supervision, and other items and non-personal services necessary to perform Equipment Specialist Precision Instrumentation and Scientific Equipment (P&SE) Analyst services. SRR assisted with the preparation of capability requirements documents in accordance with Army and TRADOC Regulations involving Concept Development, Capabilities Determination, and Capabilities Integration, the Joint Capabilities Directorate Development system and guidance from RDD and MMS leadership.

**Navy Medicine Training Support Center**

Navy Medicine Training Support Center (NMTC) supports the Navy Medicine Education and Training Command (NMETC). NMTCs developed a system for NMETC to be used in a variety of tasks including tracking corpsmen as they are trained as medical technicians. SRR provided websites maintenance support, LAN-based customer support for hardware and software problems, and SharePoint Support. We developed workflows, delivered training for users and administrators, supported software releases, designed Business Intelligence dashboards, and develop custom web parts.

**US Air Force – Langley Air Force Base 633d Communications Squadron**

SRR provides all labor, supervision, tools and equipment necessary to provide Project Manager (PM) and Network Engineering (NE) support for requirements assigned to SRR by the 633d Communications Squadron. SRR provides services and support for all projects in support of the 633d Communications Squadron Plans and Resources Flight Chief (633 CS/SCX) or designee. SRR also provides Quality Control surveillance of all assigned projects and all other assigned duties according to the Performance Work Statement (PWS), Air Force Instructions (AFIs), regulations, established guidance and contract law.

**US Army– Southern Command (SOUTHCOM)**

SRR provided all personnel, equipment, supplies, facilities, transportation, tools, materials, supervision, and other items and non-personal services necessary to perform Development, Procurement Analyst services, and Financial Analyst services. SRR assisted in Procurement and acquisition contracting services pre-award packages and developed using IAW Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), Department of Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation (DFARS) and all other federal acquisition policies and directives and laws. SRR provided financial analysis support performing cost formulation work involving preparation of detailed analyses of annual and/or multi-year procurement estimates for assigned organizations/programs into a consolidated report.
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